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Jim Newman Linnean Solutions, LLC
Dennis Carlberg Boston University
Ben Myers Boston Properties
Chris Schaffner Green Engineer
Maura Zlody City of Boston-EEOS
Hong-Hanh Chu Commonwealth/EEA
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Matt Foran National Grid
James Cater Eversource
Karthik Rao Enernoc
Stephanie Horowitz Zero Energy Design
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Brian Morris Eversource
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Member Affiliation
Amlan Saha M.J. Bradley & Associates
Bruce Biewald Synapse Energy Economics
Sanem Sergici The Brattle Group
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Michael Van Brunt Covanta
Rob Gogan Harvard
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• Open Source (copyleft)
• Modular, Extensible, Scalable
• Aim for Continuous Integration
• Cloud-based
• Python 3 + associated models
Analysis Design
• Bottom-up, sector-based 
approach
• Spatially Explicit (Boston)
• Limited by geographic boundary
• Compatible with existing 
frameworks (e.g. GPC)




Domain Sector Modeling Approach
Buildings Residential Buildings BEM (E+) coupled with residential adoption model
Buildings Commercial Buildings BEM (E+) coupled with commercial adoption model
Buildings First Movers BEM (E+) coupled with planed technology adoption
Transportation Passenger Transportation Mode Choice, vehicle ownership 
Transportation Fleet Transportation Planned technology adoption
Transportation Freight Transportation Planned technology adoption
Public Services Municipal Lighting Planned technology adoption
Public Services Solid Waste Boston Zero Waste Plan + LCA
Public Services Water Delivery Water demand, planned technology adoption
Public Services Wastewater Collection Wastewater demand, planned technology adoption
Public Services Wastewater Processing Wastewater demand, planned technology adoption
Land Use Land Use Flux accounting
Supply Distributed Generation (in city) Planned technology adoption
Supply Imported Electricity Ensemble analysis of grid forecasts
Supply Steam Planned technology adoption
Supply Imported Steam Planned technology adoption
Supply Gas Modeling pipeline leaks
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• Is the overall model appropriately conceptualized?
• Are there important activities or issues that fall through the cracks?
Buildings:
• What energy conservation measures should be viewed as a priority for Boston’s buildings sock and 
neutrality goals?
• What assumptions should we make about the adoption of energy conservation measures in existing 
buildings?
• What assumptions should we make about building stock turnover & new building development?
• What assumptions should we make surrounding Boston’s Building 
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• What stage of process is optimal for next meeting?
• What additional information can we provide?
